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Abstract
We describe a real-space decimation renormalization group method to calculate the transmission of spinless elec-
trons through a nanoparticle. The methodology is applied to give an exact solution for the transmission through a fully
connected n-atom blob.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the tight-binding model of transport through a nanoparticle with n atoms. We will call this n-atom
particle a ‘blob’. The blob is connected to semi-infinite input and output leads. Most transport calculations of a
spin-less electron through the blob use a Green’s function method [1, 2]. However, there is an alternative treatment
that uses only matrix methods [3, 4, 5, 6], and it is this methodology that we will utilize here. We present a real-
space renormalization group (RG) method to decimate selected sites in the blob, thereby reducing the computational
complexity of the numerical calculation required to compute the transmission probability T versus the energy E of
the incoming electron.
2. MODELS AND METHODS
2.1. Matrix methodology
For a blob of n atoms (connected in any fashion), the transmission probability is given by T = |tT |2 and the
reflection probability is R = |r|2 with T + R = 1. The values of T and R can be found by solving [3]⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ e
iq − E cT 0
c H − EI c
0 cT eiq − E
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 1 + rψ
tT
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =Mn+2
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 1 + rψ
tT
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 2i sin(q)0
0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (1)
Here ψ is a vector of length n of the wavefunction on the blob atoms, and 2eiq = E + i
√
4 − E2,H is the Hamiltonian
of the blob site, I is the identity matrix of size n, and c is the vector of length n connecting the input and output leads
to the blob (here we assume a symmetry between the input and output).
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From Eq. (1) one has 1 + r = 2i sin(q)
(
M−1n+2
)
1,1
in terms of the 1, 1 element of the matrix inverseM−1. The 1, 1
element of the inverse can be found using Cramer’s rule, M−1 = adj(M)/det(M) by finding the determinant and the
adjugate matrix (note to find r we only need to solve for one adjugate).
2.2. General Decimation RG
In order to perform a decimation RG define a vector x = (x−, x1, · · · xn, x+)T and use the Gaussian integral for
the required determinant
1
det(Mn+2)
=
{∫ ∞
−∞ · · ·
∫ ∞
−∞dx exp
[
−xTMn+2x + bTx
]}2
πn+2 exp
[
1
2
bTM−1n+2b
] (2)
(initially with the vector b zero). Use the same method to find adj(Mn+2) in terms of Gaussian integrals. Although
the two matrices are symmetric, they are complex, but we assume that we can use analytic continuation to obtain the
correct Gaussian integral in our particular case.
To perform the RG, perform the Gaussian integrals over any chosen subset of size k of the components of x
(except x− or x+). This will lead to a ratio of a matrix and its adjugate of size n − k + 2 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Viewing this
ratio as the 1, 1 element of the inverse of a smaller matrixM∗n−k+2 gives 1 + r = 2i sin(q)(M
∗
n−k+2)
−1
1,1. This completes
the decimation in the general case. The RG is completed by being able to write both the Hamiltonian H′ and the
input/output interconnect vector c′ in terms of the parameters of the HamiltonianH and the input/output interconnect
vector c before the decimation took place.
Figure 1: The transmission probability from Eqs. (4-5) versus energy for a fully-connected blob with  = 0, tc = 1, t = 1, m = n for n sites in the
blob. Here the number of sites in the blob is n = 2, 4, 8, 5000, and 104 (the latter two sizes are almost superimposed in the figure).
2.3. Fully Connected n-site Blob, Complete Decimation
In order to illustrate the method, we choose an n-site fully connected blob. Each of the n sites is connected with
hopping parameter t to the other n − 1 sites (n>1). Let m ≤ n be the number of sites connected symmetrically to both
the input and output leads with coupling tc, while the other n − m sites are not connected to either lead. Let  be the
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on-site energy of each blob site. We will not write down the RG equations, but instead we will decimate all n sites
(hence k=n). The n×n matrix to use isH − EI = ( − E − t)I + tJ where the matrices are n×n and J is the matrix with
all elements unity. Let e be the vector with all elements unity. Then Je = ne and JJ = nJ. This then gives
(H − EI)−1 = 1
 − E − t I −
t
( − E − t)( − E − t + nt)J . (3)
Let b be the vector with the first m elements equal to tc(x+ + x−) and the next n − m elements zero. Then bTJb =[
eTb
]2
= 4t2cm
2(x+ + x−)2 and bTIb = 4t2cm (x+ + x−)
2. We are left with the final result after using the RG to decimate
all n sites
M∗2
(
1 + r
tT
)
=
(
2i sin(q)
0
)
(4)
with
M∗2 =
(
eiq − E + ω ω
ω eiq − E + ω
)
; ω =
tm2t2c
( − E − t)( − E − t + nt) −
mt2c
 − E − t . (5)
The inverse of the 2×2 matrixM∗2 can readily be found analytically, giving the formal solution of Eq. (4) for r and tT .
In particular, tT = −2i sin(q)ω/[(eiq − E + ω)2 − ω2]. The transmission can then be found by T = |tT |2 = 1 − |r|2.
Figure 2: The transmission probability from Eqs. (4-7) versus energy E for a fully connected blob with n = 104 sites. Here  = 0, t=tc=1. The
number of sites connected with coupling tc to both the input and output leads is m, with the shown values of m being 1, 5000, 9999, and 104.
2.4. Fully Connected n-site Blob, Partial Decimation
It is also possible to obtain the RG equations in the case where only some of the sites are decimated. Here we
present the simple case where  of the n − m sites that are not connected to either input or output are decimated. We
restrict ourselves to n − m > 1 and 1 <  ≤ n − m. The RG equations to obtain the renormalized coupling t′ and the
renormalized on-site energy ′ from the previous values are
′ =  − f (, t, E, ) ; t′ = t − f (, t, E, ) (6)
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with
f (, t, E, ) =
t2
 − E − t
(
1 − t
 − E + t( − 1)
)
. (7)
Note that these RG equations are independent of n and m. There is no renormalization of the connections to the blob,
tc, nor does the RG in this case create direct connections between the input and output sites (neither of these statements
are true for the more general case where the decimated sites are attached to the input and output leads). The fixed
point occurs at tfp = 0 and any value is allowed for fp. Hence the fixed point corresponds to zero interactions between
the blob sites.
3. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have provided a general description of a decimation renormalization group (RG) procedure to obtain the
transmission probability for spinless ballistic electron transport. The RG uses the matrix framework to obtain the
transmission. In principle, the RG can be applied to any system, but the equations to solve become simple only for
select lattices. We have demonstrated in this short paper the application of this RG procedure to obtain analytically
the calculation for electron transport through a fully connected blob of n atoms. This RG is related to the RG for
electronic states on fractals [7].
Although the RG procedure is general, there are two steps which have not been shown to be mathematically rigor-
ous. One is the procedure of writing the determinants as Gaussian integrals (i.e. as a multivariate normal distribution).
The determinants are symmetric with two complex elements, while mathematical rigor would require them to be sym-
metric positive-definite. The second step is to assume that once we have solved for 1 + r by using Cramer’s rule, we
can assume the form of the final matrix, Eq. (4), can be obtained to have a similar form to the initial matrix for both
1+ r and tT . Although we have not shown these two steps are valid, we have obtained a related alternative decimation
RG procedure that yields the same final renormalized equations, but does not use Gaussian integrals [8].
This RG procedure can be used not only analytically, but also numerically. For example, the solution of Eq. (1) for
a blob of n sites requires the inverse of a (n+ 2)× (n+ 2) complex symmetric matrix. By using the RG transformation
to the Gaussian integrals, and performing the integral over k ≤ n of the sites, the required computation is reduced to
finding the inverse of a (n− k + 2)× (n− k + 2) complex symmetric matrix. This can greatly reduce the computational
complexity of the required computations.
We have presented the solution of a fully-connected n-site blob. An alternative solution, slightly more general,
has been obtained for an n-site fully connected blob with general input and output connections [6] by solving a set of
ten equations with ten unknowns starting with Eq. (1). We have also been able to use this decimation RG to obtain
analytically the transmission for the Hanoi lattices HN3 and HN5 [8, 9, 10].
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